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Equine Influenza Decimates The Gambia’s Donkeys.
Donkeys are having enough to contend with at the moment with the Chinese hunger for their skins reducing
their numbers all over Africa. We are very proud of the fact that The Gambia Government was one of the first
to speak out against killing donkeys for their skins, by requesting on the radio and TV that anyone hearing of
this practice should report it to the police or the Department of Livestock Services. Imagine our shock when
we began receiving reports in March of donkeys dying of respiratory disease. Shortly after the disease arrived
in The Gambia we read that equine influenza had been in West Africa since January and that 62,000 donkeys
had died in Niger alone. Although equine influenza is a virus, for some reason donkeys are very susceptible to
secondary Broncho-pneumonia which kills them very quickly. Fortunately, we have found that if they are
caught early, they respond very quickly to antibiotics and make a swift recovery.
We worked closely with the veterinary services in The Gambia and we applaud them for the many radio
programmes to alert the farmers and ask them to try and restrict movement of their animals. Sadly the
inevitable happened and the country quickly ran out of antibiotics due to the heavy demand. We considered
all the options available to us. Vaccination is extremely expensive and it seemed too late to vaccinate as the
disease was already so wide spread. The only practical solution was to airfreight more antibiotics so that our
staff and the Government paravets would once again be able to help the suffering donkeys.
We put out appeals and we are deeply grateful to the drug company Norbrook and vets Jessica Kidd, Ben
Mayes and Judy Scrine for their donations of antibiotics. We are also very grateful to the kind people who
responded to our appeal on social media for their support which enabled us to move quickly. The airfreight
and extra antibiotics have been an unplanned expense but we felt we had no other option. The disease seems
to have run its course now but The Gambia sustained many losses and a great deal of suffering could have
been avoided if there had been more communication about the progress of the disease throughout West
Africa.

Donkey found abandoned on the streets with flu.
Typical snotty nose and breathing issues.

Donkeys being fed onions as local
treatment for flu.
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Note from the Director, Heather Armstrong.
This year is our 17th anniversary and I never ever imagined when we founded the charity where we would
be today. We have learned so much along the way and met so many kind and generous people who have
enabled it to happen.
When we first started our work euthanasia was a very big issue. Many people cannot accept it on religious
and cultural grounds and we have always been very respectful of their beliefs. There have been two
consequences of this, one is that, much to our surprise, some animals that we were sure could not recover,
actually did and with time and pain relief they made a full recovery and returned to work (fractures, tendon
injuries, wounds and burns came into this category) The other consequence is that over the years we have
noticed the attitude to euthanasia has changed and many people are far more accepting of it now. We
have even had requests for it to relieve suffering. I was curious to try to find out why and raised the subject
at a meeting with some community elders, their response surprised me but also bought great joy. They said
that people trust us to do our best for their animals so they now accept that when we suggest euthanasia it
is because we have tried everything and that death is inevitable. I am aware that sometimes overseas vets
do not fully understand why we try for longer than might be the norm in UK, but because we have seen
miracles we always have hope. If by doing this it has helped to change people’s thinking then it has been
well worth it and I sometimes think we should give time and Mother Nature more of a chance to play their
part in the healing process.
Our progress is all the more remarkable because the training of our Gambian team has all been done by
volunteers. A great deal has been achieved on a shoe-string budget and a lot of good will. My greatest wish
is that all the volunteers over the years could come and see for themselves the part they have played. We
still have a great deal more work to do, but there is a growing animal welfare advocacy movement and
there are so many caring young Gambians who do such good work that more and more people are coming
to us for help. Unlike in Europe you cannot just call a vet to a sick animal, vets are very few and far between
and there are times when you simply cannot find one. It is not always that people do not care, it is more
that they either cannot find help or perhaps cannot afford it.
Thank you for all your help and support, it really is building veterinary capacity and changing hearts and
minds.
With best wishes,

Heather Armstrong
We apologize that our newsletter is late. Events have overtaken us this year.
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THE ANNUAL SHOW
The annual show went very well and as usual our loyal supporters came to volunteer and help to run it.
We also had some lovely vets, two had been sponsored by the British Equine Veterinary Association along
with fantastic team of equine dental technicians and a farrier to help us.
It was an absolute joy to see the yard buzzing with activity and so many animals being admitted for
treatment. We had 72 in at one stage which is a lot of food to find. This year’s show will be held on the 7th
of December closer to our Makasutu centre and if you would like to come and help or sponsor a class
please let us know. The cost of sponsorship is £75 per class. Experience has taught us that the show is ideal
way to reward those who look after their animals well, to encourage those who need little help and to raise
awareness of good management and animal welfare.
We would like to thank all volunteers who came out to help and who made it a such a big success.

THE DONKEY CLUB
Donkey Club has begun at Makasutu. The children really seem to enjoy it and a number of our resident
donkeys like Josh and Grumpy participate and seem to have fun too. It is taking a while for the donkeys
to understand exactly what is expected of them and for the children to develop their riding skills but
there is much enthusiasm and many of the children spend time at the yard helping with the day to day
care of the donkeys as well so there is a great deal being learnt by the children.
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SUMMER CELEBRATIONS
We shall be holding a reunion of volunteers, supporters and friends on August the 10th. This is the day of our annual
village show so for those with youngsters, you can come during the afternoon with your children for a lovely day out.
The show committee are very kindly allowing us to have the use of their marquee in the evening and we shall be
providing food and a fantastic band to dance the night away. We do hope that you can join us. We have a lot to
celebrate! If you wish to join us, could you please let us know no later than 30th of July or sooner if possible.

We are currently looking for sponsorship for
this event, if you know of a business who
would like to support us in exchange of
marketing and of course be a part of the
event during the night, please email Bea at
ghdtoffice@gmail.com
Sponsorship packages start at £200 and we
would love you to be part of this great night.
Or if you would like to donate a raffle prize to
our draw please let us know.

TICKETS IN ADVANCE ONLY
DON’T MISS OUT!
BOOK SOON TO AVOID
DISAPOINTMENT!
Volunteering.
A very lovely recent message from a passionate volunteer who kindly dedicated some weeks of her time. It gave me food for
thought. Her message reads:
“Dear Heather.
I really want to thank you for allowing me to attend the wonderful Gambian Horse & Donkey Trust. I really had a great time. I had
fun and worked hard. It was so beautiful. This morning I received some presents from the people there and really said goodbye
with pain in my heart. I really cried. Not because of sadness, but because I am going to miss the people and animals immensely.
What an incredibly beautiful work is being delivered. I also have Karelhia in my heart. What a very sweet woman, who really
knows what she is doing and works very hard. Thanks again and I really hope I can come back. This was really the best time of my
life. As a souvenir, I also bought wall decoration from Mustafa. I am very happy with it. Thanks again for being part of this.”

We have many volunteers each year and, almost without exception, they give their
all, provide invaluable support and leave a little bit of themselves with us. Perhaps it
is because the very act of volunteering is selfless and they come with the very best of
intentions, perhaps it is because they really care for both animals and humans?
Whatever it is, they bring the magical ingredient, along with our fantastic staff, that
enables GHDT to achieve what it has and makes both our centres such special places.
If you would like more information on volunteering please contact us at
ghdtoffice@gmail.com
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A boy and his donkey.

We were shocked to see a very sick and emaciated donkey with an appalling skin condition come to our yard
one day. He was being led by a young lad who was as unkempt as the donkey. The animal clearly needed to be
hospitalised but when this was suggested the boy refused. On closer questioning we discovered that the boy
had recently lost his father and he and the donkey, Chris, were the sole bread winners for the family.
He simply could not afford to let the donkey be hospitalised. I was surprised later in the day to find the
donkey had been hospitalised. Paul, our yard manager, looked a bit sheepish and said he had persuaded the
boy to leave it. The child came every day to visit his donkey and help around the yard and a couple of days
later as he left to go to school, I saw Paul giving him some money out of his own pocket. He had persuaded
the boy to leave the donkey by helping out financially himself! We had a staff meeting and decided that as
the boy, Gibby, was at the yard every morning before he went to school in the afternoon, we could offer him
a small wage for the help that he gave us. He earned about 60 pence a day working with Chris, we offered
him more and he was delighted at the offer, Chris was
too and is recovering well.
The generous mother of one of our volunteers, Riley
Elgar has also helped his family with a bag of rice.
Gibby now wears his GHDT shirt with pride and is
proud member of the GHDT family. He is also a star
member of the Donkey Ball team.
It is lovely to see the transformation of a child with
the responsibilities of the world on his shoulders to a
bubbly fun loving lad. He works hard and loves
donkeys, so I think there may well be a career for him
with us in the future!

Karelhia Garcia.
We would like to welcome Karelhia to the GHDT family. Karelhia is a qualified
veterinarian from Venezuela who has a great interest in equine behaviour
and has spent time in her past studying wild horses with Lucy Reece.
Poor Karelhia has joined us in our busiest year yet, but she has taken up the
challenge and is working so hard to ensure it runs as smoothly as possible.
It has been a sharp learning curve for her but she has embraced it, learnt the
Gambian ways and takes good care of the visiting volunteers.
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APPRENTICES.
Last years apprentices graduated and received their certificates at the show in December 2018. They were an
excellent group and some of them have continued to work with us.
Another group have just completed their year and they will officially graduate at our show this year.
The apprenticeship scheme is very popular and we have many people applying for it. We are delighted that
more and more women are applying as they seem to have great empathy and have excellent nursing skills.
One of them, Mariama, has joined our school education team. A number of others are joining our team on a
permanent basis. Others have found work on other livestock or research projects. One even managed to get
a place in college so completed the placement on a part time basis so we are happy with our success rate. If
you would like to contribute to the apprenticeship scheme we have had to put the cost up to £550. This
covers their training, board and lodging for a year and gives a young person the ability to improve their
opportunities. Our wish is for them to obtain employment but at the very least they will be able to return to
their villages and earn money by caring for the village animals.

How can you help?

Animal welfare.

There are so many ways that you can help us and not all of
them involve cost to yourself. There are practical things you
can do such as collecting pony sized headcollars and small
bits, or perhaps you could hold a fundraising event such as a
cake sale or coffee morning or even a horse or dog show for
us. You could indulge in guilt free shopping by using Smile
Amazon or there are countless fundraising ideas online.
If you do make a donation and you are able to, please do not
forget to use Gift Aid, this makes such a big difference to us.
If you are making your will, please consider leaving a
bequest to us. Last but not least, would you consider giving a
small amount each month? Our Facebook page has 10,700
followers. If each one of them gave us just £2 per month.
This would give us more than enough to run both centres
each month!

The concept of animal welfare is being embraced in
The Gambia. Thanks to Dr. Kebba Daffeh it is being
taught as a subject at both college and university.
The Animal Advocates are an ever growing band of
enthusiastic young people and as a result of this we
are being called to a lot of different species in need.
The bulk of our work is of course horses and donkeys
but it is hard to ignore the calls of people who have
concerns for a cat or dog or
camel! Harry, the camel has
now been joined by three
more camels who need to
be nursed back to health.
We are also hoping to train
their present carers so that
when they return to their
owner they will be better
cared for.
Dr. Kebba Daffeh
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New Arrivals.
We have been joined by some wonderful new arrivals. The pest control team has grown a lot. There were high
hopes that they would keep the rodent population down, but so far they have been great at catching butterflies,
lizards, horses tails, camels lips, or peoples legs but no rodents yet!
There have been two new additions to the guard dog pack in the shape of Spice and Nita. Spice was dropped off as
a very sick dog no longer wanted by his owners. He was desperately ill and his temperature was dangerously high.
With good treatment and nursing he made a steady recovery and has turned out to be a gorgeous, goofy dog much
loved by all. Nita found us on her own and hid in the bushes for days before summoning up the courage to join us.
The staff put out food for her and this boosted her confidence. She and Spice have hours of fun together playing
and give us all a great deal of pleasure.
We have been joined by three new camels, Luke, Helen and Aisha. Sadly they were all rather underweight and
Aisha is suffering from a nasty skin condition. We hope she will respond to treatment and that they will all soon
look as well as Harry does..

Rodent Control Team

Nita

Harry the camel

Student training.
In addition to training Gambian students, we have also received students from all over the world. Recently a
group of students from the University of Liverpool came for their pre-graduation elective together with two
lecturers and their training was supported by our staff. They were a lovely group and just kept on working
until the last animal was checked every single day of their visit. Their feedback about their trip was very
positive and they felt they had both learnt a lot and had a lot of practical experience which went down well
when subsequently being interviewed for jobs. In addition to treating walk-in patients and those already
resident at our hospitals, they went on 10 mobile clinics and, under the supervision of our staff and their
lecturers attended to 467 cases. They spent time and exchanged views and information with Gambian
students and it is lovely to think that everyone, students, animals, owners and the veterinary profession are
benefitting from our work. We would like to thank them ( they have all now graduated) and the University of
Liverpool for the wonderful help they provided, We all learned so much. If any other vet schools would like to
take advantage of our facilities and what we can offer, please contact us.

Students from University of Liverpool.

A little love goes a long way.

Liverpool and Gambian students being taught at
our hospital.
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Calling All Vets and Nurses!
We rely heavily on all the volunteer vets who come to visit us and train our staff and up until now we have been asking for
mainly equine vets. With our new facilities at Makasutu and as a result of the enthusiasm of Gambian animal advocates
there is a growing interest in the welfare of small animals and in rural areas owners have no one to turn to for help. The
Government veterinary department is keen to do as much as it can to reduce the risk of rabies. We felt that if we joined
forces with the charity Gambicats who hold spay and neuter clinics several times a year we could with their expertise,
increase the number of animals being neutered. We are therefore inviting any vets who may be interested in helping with
spaying and neutering to contact us. For further information, please contact us at ghdt@gambiahorseanddonkey.org.uk
Below are some images of small animal spaying and neutering of cats and dogs at our centres.

Hay Appeal.
We are in many ways the victims of our own success. More and
more people are seeking our help and the hospitals can be caring
for up to 80 patients at any given time. Many of these will be
patients being rehabilitated who need ad lib hay. Last year we
estimated that we required £14,000 for hay and with the increase
in patient numbers we somehow exceeded this. If you were able
to fundraise for us over the summer for our hay appeal, we would
be very grateful. We are on constant tenterhooks that The Gambia
will have a good crop. This year the rains were late to arrive and
we shall have to wait and see if there will be a good supply of hay,
but we must have the funding for it or alternatives should the
need arise. We would be most grateful for any help that you can
give us.
Please fill my bucket!

Thank you.
We would like to give our heartfelt thanks to everyone who has
helped us this year. We simply could not do our work without
your financial donations, voluntary help and support, advice,
grants, fundraising or even your sympathy when times are tough.
Our achievements are a direct result of your generosity and we
thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
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